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Detectability of inflationary gravitational waves with microwave background polarization
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Inflation predicts specific relations between the amplitudes and spectral indices of the primordial spectrum of
density ~scalar metric! perturbations and gravitational waves~tensor metric perturbations!. Detection of a
stochastic gravitational-wave background is essential for identifying this unmistakable signature. Polarization
of the cosmic microwave background can isolate these tensor modes in a model-independent way and thereby
circumvent the cosmic-variance limit to detecting a small tensor signal with only a temperature map. Here we
assess the detectability of a gravity-wave background with a temperature and polarization map. For detector
sensitivities better than 10– 20mK Asec, the sensitivity to a tensor signal is always dominated by the polar-
ization map. With a detector sensitivity of order 1mK Asec, polarization could improve on a temperature-map
sensitivity to tensor modes by two to three orders of magnitude. Even a small amount of reionization substan-
tially enhances tensor-mode detectability. We also argue that the sensitivity of the Planck Surveyor to tensor
modes is significantly improved with polarization, even taking into account the resulting degradation of the
intensity determination in the high-frequency channels.@S0556-2821~98!01102-3#

PACS number~s!: 98.70.Vc, 98.80.Cq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Slow-roll inflation provides a unified and testable pa
digm for understanding the flatness and smoothness of
Universe and the origin of structure. The predictions of a
Universe@1,2# and a nearly scale-invariant spectrum of p
mordial density perturbations~scalar metric perturbations!
@3# will be tested with unprecedented precision by forthco
ing cosmic microwave background~CMB! temperature maps
@4–6# from experiments such as Microwave Anistrop
Probe~MAP! @7# and the Planck Surveyor@8#. Inflation also
predicts a nearly scale-invariant stochastic gravitation
wave background~tensor metric perturbations! @9#. A flat
Universe with nearly scale-invariant adiabatic scalar and
sor perturbations would certainly suggest that inflation
curred but would not provide incontrovertible evidenc
However, specific relations between the ‘‘inflationary o
servables,’’ the amplitudes and spectral indices of the sc
and tensor power spectra, are unique predictions of infla
@10#. Verification of these relations would provide
‘‘smoking-gun’’ signature of inflation. For this reason, dete
tion of the gravitational-wave background is of the utmo
importance for an unambiguous test of inflation.

Scalar and tensor metric perturbations both contribute
temperature and polarization fluctuations in the CMB.
temperature map, even if ideal, will never determine the t
sor amplitude with a standard error better than around 3
of the total perturbation amplitude: cosmic variance from
dominant scalar perturbations provides a fundamental l
to the sensitivity of CMB temperature maps to tensor per
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bations~the cosmic variance in a signal is proportional to t
total signal!. However, the scalar and tensor contributions
CMB polarization can be geometrically decomposed in
model-independent fashion, so one can circumvent
cosmic-variance limit present in temperature maps@11,12#.
The polarization tensorPab(n̂) on the celestial sphere can b
decomposed into its ‘‘gradient’’~or ‘‘curl-free’’ ! and ‘‘curl’’
parts, in analogy to the decomposition of a vector field. S
lar perturbations have no handedness, so they cannot
rise to a curl component. On the other hand, tensor pertu
tions do have a handedness, so they induce a curl com
nent. The cross-correlation between temperature and po
ization can also help isolate the tensor contribution, althou
this signature may have some model dependence@13#.

In this paper, we assess the detectability of inflation
tensor modes given a full-sky polarization and/or tempe
ture map with a given angular resolution and level of inst
mental noise. In other words, for what tensor amplitudes
one hope to make an unambiguous statistically signific
detection of tensor modes with a given experiment? We
swer this question in two ways: First, we determine the mi
mum tensor amplitude which would be observationally a
cessible with only the curl component in the polarizati
field as a function of detector sensitivity. This will provide
conservative, yet model-independent, estimate for the se
tivity. We then consider the tensor amplitude which wou
be detectable by fitting all the temperature and polarizat
auto- and cross-correlation functions to inflationary pred
tions, and translate the results into implications for spec
models of inflation. Previous work has addressed the rela
question of how precisely MAP and Planck can determ
the tensor amplitude assuming a model with a given~some-
what optimistic! tensor amplitude@12,14#.

For experiments with detector sensitivities ne
685 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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686 57MARC KAMIONKOWSKI AND ARTHUR KOSOWSKY
10 mK Asec, the tensor-mode detectability with a polariz
tion map can improve on that from a temperature map al
by an order of magnitude. Even with detectors substanti
less sensitive, polarization can provide large improveme
in tensor detectability for cases where the temperature ma
not very restrictive, as when fitting many cosmological p
rameters to a single data set. In this case, the tempera
polarization cross-correlation, which has a larger amplitu
than the curl polarization component, becomes import
Detector sensitivities attainable in the foreseeable futur
say 1mK Asec—will dramatically enhance our ability to se
tensor perturbations; tensor-scalar ratios as small as 124

might be probed. Even a small amount of reionization s
nificantly improves the detectability of tensor modes. Ne
less to say, these experimental requirements pose great
lenges, and errors in such measurements may well
dominated by systematic effects such as polarized fo
ground emission. However, the cosmological significance
these small signals will hopefully spur continued experim
tal improvements and further efforts to understand and
late foregrounds.

Below, we begin with a review of the inflationary obser
ables in Sec. II. Section III reviews the gradient or curl d
composition and the temperature-polarization power spec
In Sec. IV, we calculate the model-independent tensor s
sitivity achievable with measurements of only the curl co
ponent of the polarization. We then consider what can
learned from only a temperature map and from a combi
temperature-polarization map. Section V compares th
sensitivities with the predictions of some specific inflationa
models, and some concluding remarks follow in Sec. VI.

II. THE INFLATIONARY OBSERVABLES

Inflation occurs when some scalar fieldf ~the ‘‘inflaton’’ !
is displaced from the minimum of its potentialV(f) such
that the energy density of the Universe is dominated by
field’s potential energy for a time long compared with t
Hubble time. During this inflationary phase, the expansion
the Universe accelerates, small quantum fluctuations if
produce classical scalar perturbations, and quantum fluc
tions in the spacetime metric produce gravitational waves
the inflaton potentialV(f) is given in units ofmPl

4 , and the
inflatonf is in units ofmPl , then the scalar and tensor spe
tral indices are@15#

12ns5
1

8p S V8

V D 2

2
1

4p S V8

V D 8
,

nt52
1

8p S V8

V D 2

. ~1!

The amplitudes can be fixed by their contribution toC2
TT , the

quadrupole moment of the CMB temperature,

S[6C2
TT,scalar533.2@V3/~V8!2#,

T[6C2
TT,tensor59.2V. ~2!
-
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The scalar amplitude may be up to;20% larger for plau-
sible values of the cosmological constant; for numerical c
rections, see@17,16#. For the slow-roll conditions to be sat
isfied, we must have

~1/16p!~V8/V!2!1, ~3!

~1/8p!~V9/V!!1, ~4!

which guarantee that inflation lasts long enough to make
Universe flat and to solve the horizon problem.

When combined with Cosmic Background Explor
~COBE! results, current degree-scale anisotropy and lar
scale structure observations suggest thatT/S is less than or-
der unity in inflationary models, which restrict
V&5310212. If the consistency relationT/S.27nt @im-
plied by Eqs.~1! and~2!# holds, the tensor spectrum must b
nearly scale invariant (nt.0).

III. STATISTICS OF CMB ANISOTROPIES
AND POLARIZATION

A. Harmonic expansion

A temperature mapT(n̂) of the sky can be expanded i
spherical harmonics,

T~ n̂!

T0
511(

lm
a~ lm!

T Y~ lm!~ n̂!, ~5!

where the mode amplitudes are given by

a~ lm!
T 5

1

T0
E dn̂T~ n̂!Y~ lm!

* ~ n̂!; ~6!

this follows from the orthonormality of the spherical ha
monics.

The Stokes parametersQ(n̂) andU(n̂) ~whereQ andU

are measured with respect to the polarû and azimuthalf̂
axes! which specify the linear polarization in directionn are
components of a 232 symmetric trace-free~STF! tensor,

Pab~ n̂!5
1

2 S Q~ n̂! 2U~ n̂!sin u

2U~ n̂!sin u 2Q~ n̂!sin2 u
D , ~7!

where the subscriptsab are tensor indices. Just as the tem
perature is expanded in terms of spherical harmonics,
polarization tensor can be expanded@18#

Pab~ n̂!

T0
5(

lm
@a~ lm!

G Y~ lm!ab
G ~ n̂!1a~ lm!

C Y~ lm!ab
C ~ n̂!#, ~8!

in terms of the tensor spherical harmonicsY( lm)ab
G and

Y( lm)ab
C , which are a complete basis for the ‘‘gradient’’~i.e.,

curl-free! and ‘‘curl’’ components of the tensor field, respe
tively. ~See Ref.@19# for an alternative but equivalent for
malism.! The mode amplitudes are given by

a~ lm!
G 5

1

T0
E dn̂Pab~ n̂!Y~ lm!

Gab* ~ n̂!,
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a~ lm!
C 5

1

T0
E dn̂Pab~ n̂!Y~ lm!

Cab* ~ n̂!, ~9!

which can be derived from the orthonormality properties,

E dn̂Y~ lm!ab
G* ~ n̂!Y

~ l 8m8!

Gab
~ n̂!5d l l 8dmm8 ,

E dn̂Y~ lm!ab
C* ~ n̂!Y

~ l 8m8!

Cab
~ n̂!5d l l 8dmm8 ,

E dn̂Y~ lm!ab
G* ~ n̂!Y

~ l 8m8!

Cab
~ n̂!50. ~10!

HereT0 is the cosmological mean CMB temperature and
are assumingQ andU are measured in brightness tempe
ture units rather than flux units. Scalar perturbations have
handedness. Therefore, they can produce no curl, soa( lm)

C 50
for scalar modes. On the other hand tensor modesdo have a
handedness, so they produce a nonzero curl,a( lm)

C Þ0.

B. Statistics

A given inflationary model predicts that thea( lm)
X

are Gaussian random variables with covarian

^(a( l 8m8)
X8 )* a( lm)

X &5Cl
XX8d l l 8dmm8 ~for X,X85$T,G,C%!.

Parity demands thatCl
TC5Cl

GC50. Therefore the statistics o
the CMB temperature-polarization map are complet
specified by the four sets of moments,Cl

TT , Cl
TG, Cl

GG, and
Cl

CC. Also, as stated above, only tensor modes will produ
nonzeroCl

CC.
To illustrate, Fig. 1 shows the four temperatur

polarization power spectra. The dotted curves correspon
a COBE-normalized inflationary model with cold dark ma
ter and no cosmological constant (L50), Hubble constant
~in units of 100h km sec21 Mpc21! h50.65, baryon density
Vbh250.024, scalar spectral indexns51, no reionization,
and no gravitational waves. The solid curves show the sp
tra for a COBE-normalized stochastic gravity-wave ba
ground with a flat scale-invariant spectrum~h50.65,
Vbh250.024, andL50! in a critical-density Universe. Note
that the panel forCl

CC contains no dotted curve since sca
perturbations produce no C polarization component. T
dashed curve in the CC panel shows the tensor spectrum
a reionized model with optical deptht50.1 to the surface of
last scatter. We use the codeCMBFAST @19# to generate all
power spectra used in this paper~but note that the normal
izations of the polarizationCl ’s from this code are differen
than those used in this paper@18#!.

C. Cosmic and pixel-noise variance

Theory predicts the covariancesCl
XX8 of the distributions

for the multipole coefficientsa( lm)
X . For a given l , only

2l 11 independent harmonics (m52 l ,...,l ) are available to
estimate these variances, giving a statistical ‘‘cosmic v

ance’’ limit to how well we can estimate each momentCl
XX8

from a map. Instrumental noise, beam size, and sky cove
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also contribute to the variance in each moment. IfCl
XX 8̂ is an

estimator for the momentCl
XX8 , then the (636) covariance

matrix for these estimators is

JAB[^~Cl
Â2Cl

A!~Cl
B̂2Cl

B!&, ~11!

for A,B5XX 8. Expressions for the entries of this matrix fo
an idealized mapping experiment with a given instrumen
noise, beamwidth, and fraction of sky covered are presen
in Sec. III of Ref.@18#.

IV. DETECTABILITY OF TENSOR MODES

A. Curl component of the polarization

The curl component of polarization,Cl
CC, provides a

model-independent probe of tensor perturbations in inflati
ary models. What detector sensitivity is required to dist
guish this signal from a null result? The answer to this qu
tion will of course depend on the angular spectrum of
curl component, or equivalently, thel dependence ofCl

CC.
However, as noted above, current measurements indicate
nt must be close to zero if the inflationary relatio
T/S.27nt is satisfied. Therefore, in the following analys
we consider a scale-invariant (nt50) tensor perturbation
spectrum. Furthermore, variations in the other cosmolog
parameters have a relatively weak effect on the spectrum

FIG. 1. Theoretical predictions for the four nonzero CM
temperature-polarization spectra as a function of multipole mom
l . The solid curves are the predictions for a COBE-normalized
flationary model with no reionization and no gravitational waves
h50.65, Vbh250.024, andL50. The dotted curves are the pre
dictions which would be obtained if the COBE anisotropy were d
entirely to a stochastic gravity-wave background with a flat sca
invariant spectrum~with the same cosmological parameters!. Note
that the panel forCl

CC contains no dotted curve since scalar pert
bations produce no ‘‘C’’ polarization component; instead, t
dashed line in the lower right panel shows a reionized model w
optical deptht50.1 to the surface of last scatter.
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688 57MARC KAMIONKOWSKI AND ARTHUR KOSOWSKY
the curl component~except for reionization, the effect o
which is mentioned below!, and it is likely these parameter
will be fairly well determined by temperature maps and oth
observations.

Consider a mapping experiment which measures the t
perature and polarization on the entire sky with beamwi
uFWHM and a temperature sensitivitys ~which has units
mK Asec!, giving Npix.42,000(uFWHM /deg)22 independent
pixels on the sky. The Gaussian beamwidth
sb[7.4231023(uFWHM/1°). If the Universe has no tenso
perturbations, then the 1s upper limit to the tensor amplitud
in a null experiment issT , where

1

sT
2 5(

l
S ]Cl

CC

]T D
T50

2 1

~s l
CC!2 , ~12!

and

s l
CC5A2/~2l 11!w21el 2sb

2
, ~13!

is the pixel-noise variance with whichCl
CC can be deter-

mined~there is no cosmic variance if there is no cosmolo
cal signal!. Here, w2154ps2/(tpixNpixT0

2) is the inverse
weight per unit area on the sky wheretpix is the time spent
observing each pixel, sow2152.14310215tyr

21(s/200
mK Asec)2 with tyr the total observing time in years. SinceT
is the overall normalization of the tensor spectrum, we c
write ]Cl

CC/]T5Cl
CC/T. Substituting theCl

CC spectrum from
Fig. 1 ~no reionization! into Eq. ~12! with uFWHM50.5 gives

sT
6C2

TT .531024S s

mK AsecD
2

tyr
21. ~14!

Thus, the curl component of a full-sky polarization map
sensitive to inflaton potentials V*5310215tyr

21

(s/mK Asec)2. Tensor modes produce polarization primar
on angular scales greater than a degree; the result in Eq.~14!
will be similar for anyuFWHM&1°. Improvement on curren
constraints with only the curl polarization component
quires a detector sensitivitys&40tyr

1/2 mK Asec. Again, the
curl component of polarization is due only to tensor pert
bations and its shape is insensitive to the baryon density
Hubble constant.

Even a small amount of reionization will significantly in
crease the polarization signal at lowl , as shown in the CC
panel of Fig. 1, making the above result sensitive to
ionization history of the Universe. For example, in the sa
model with an optical depth to last scattering oft50.1, the
numerical factor in Eq.~14! becomes 9.331025, increasing
sensitivity to the tensor modes by more than a factor o
This level of reionization~if not more! is expected in cold
dark matter models@4,21,22#, so Eq.~14!, for no reioniza-
tion, provides a conservative estimate.

B. Full polarization and temperature spectra

Fitting an inflationary model to the entire set of tempe
ture and polarization power spectra can improve tensor
tectability, especially at comparatively low sensitivitie
r

-
h

-

n

-

-
nd

e
e

.

-
e-

Generalizing Eq.~12!, if the tensor amplitude is the only
relevant parameter, the 1s sensitivity to the tensor amplitud
is given by

1

sT
2 5(

l
(
XX8

S ]Cl
X

]T D
T50

@J21#XX8S ]Cl
X8

]T D
T50

, ~15!

where the second sum is over X,X85$TT,TG,GG,CC%. How-
ever, the TT, TG, and GG power spectra also have a str
dependence on other cosmological parameters. Furtherm
some parameters, such as the scalar-mode normalization
power-law index, can only be determined with any precis
from the CMB. Multiple parameters can be accounted
with the curvature matrix~also known as the Fisher informa
tion matrix!

a i j 5(
l

(
XX8

]Cl
X~s0!

]si
@J21#XX8

]Cl
X8~s0!

]sj
1Pi j , ~16!

wheres0 are the parameters of the putative underlying c
mological model. The matrixPi j takes into account gaussia
priors for these parameterss0 @6#; it is the inverse of the
covariance matrix for the parameters determined from ot
measurements or observations. The covariance matrix is
inverse of the curvature matrix,C5@a#21, and the standard
error in the tensor amplitude, after marginalizing over
other undetermined parameters, issT5ACTT. Inclusion of
the prior matrixPi j guarantees that the other undetermin
parameters will be marginalized over only for reasona
values of those parameters. If it is not included, the res
for sT are overly conservative.

Note that when testing the null hypothesis of no ten
perturbations, the underlying models0 has no tensor contri-
bution, so the derivatives ofCl

CC in Eq. ~16! with respect to
all the parameters exceptT are zero. In this case, the C
contribution to the variance decouples from the rest of
power spectra and has no dependence on the other co
logical parameters. However, even in this case, the o
three power spectra depend on all the cosmological par
eters, so the full curvature matrix must be calculated wh
comparing to the complete set of temperature and polar
tion data.

Figures 2 and 3 show the results forsT5ACTT, obtained
from Eq. ~16!, as a function of detector sensitivitys for a
full-sky, one-year mapping experiment. We have used
beamwidth 0.5°, but the result is essentially independen
beam size for any beam smaller than one degree. In b
cases, the parameters of the putative underlying model
those used in Fig. 1, and we again consider the sensitivit
a tensor spectrum withnt50. In both figures, the solid curve
shows the results which would be obtained by fitting all fo
sets of temperature and polarization moments; the dotted
shows results which would be obtained by fitting only t
temperature moments, while the dashed line shows those
tained by fitting only the CC polarization.

In Fig. 2, we make the optimistic assumption that all co
mological parameters except the scalar normalizationS and
spectral indexns are known. Therefore, we diagonalize th
333 covariance matrix forT, S, andns , assuming no prior
information about any of these quantities. Figure 3 is m
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conservative. Here we assume thath, Vbh2, L, the massive-
neutrino densityVnh2, andt are to be determined from th
data as well asS, T, andns . We include only very conser
vative priors on these parameters: 1s Gaussian errors of 0.01
on Vbh2, 0.3 onL, 0.15 onh, 0.5 ont, and 0.2 onVnh2.

For detectors sensitivitiess*20 mK Asec, the tensor-
mode detectability with a three-parameter fit comes prima
from the temperature map, although polarization does p
vide some incremental improvement. However, for detec
sensitivitiess&10 mK Asec, the sensitivity to tensor mode
comes almost entirely from the polarization. For the eig
parameter fit~which is probably closer to the types of fi
which will be done with satellite data!, the determination of
the tensor amplitude is always dominated by polarizati
although in this case the temperature-polarization cro
correlation gives most of the contribution at larger values
s. Note that the solid curves~from fitting to the complete
temperature and polarization power spectra! in Figs. 2 and 3
asymptote to the dotted curves~from fitting only to the CC
spectrum! at smallers. This indicates that for better detecto
sensitivities, the determination of the tensor amplitude com
primarily from the curl component of the polarization an
thus is largely independent of the other cosmological par
eters. Any beam size below about a degree will be sm
enough to detect virtually all of the CC signal. Beam
smaller than this will only improve the sensitivity to tens
modes by better constraining the other cosmological par
eters from the TT and TG spectra.

FIG. 2. Results for the 1s sensitivitysT to the amplitudeT of a
flat (nt50) tensor spectrum as a function of detector sensitivits
for an experiment which maps the CMB temperature and polar
tion on the full sky for one year with an angular resolution of 0.
The vertical axis is in units of the temperature quadrupole. Here
have assumed that the spectra are fit only toS, T, andns , and the
parameters of the cosmological model are those used in Fig. 1.
dotted curve shows the results obtained by fitting only the TT m
ments; the dashed curve shows results obtained by fitting only
CC moments; and the solid curve shows results obtained by fit
all four sets of moments.
y
o-
r

-

,
s-
f

s

-
ll

-

In reionized models, the dashed CC curves in Figs. 2
3 move down substantially, while the dotted temperat
curves remain essentially unchanged. As mentioned ab
an optical depth oft50.1 gives a factor of 5 improvement i
detectability from the CC power spectrum, bringingsT /6C2

TT

below 1024 for the foreseeable detector sensitivity
1 mK Asec. Figures 2 and 3, for no reionization, are cons
vative estimates of tensor mode detectability.

With traditional bolometer detectors~e.g., the high-
frequency channels on Planck!, the polarization is deter-
mined by placing a polarizing filter in front of the detecto
thereby halving the number of photons available for the te
perature measurement. In this case, a temperature-only
with a given detector sensitivitys should be compared with a
polarized map of sensitivity&s. Doing so, it is clear that for
any detector sensitivitys&200 mK Asec ~well above the
sensitivity of the Planck high-frequency channels!, the sen-
sitivity to a tensor signal is improved significantly with th
inclusion of polarization, even after taking into account t
degradation of the temperature signal. Note that for Plan
an rms pixel noise ofDT/T5231026 with angular resolu-
tion of 108 @8# givess.25 mK Asec. If the high-frequency
channels are polarized, this number becom
s.35 mK Asec after including the extra factor of&.

V. SOME SPECIFIC MODELS

It is quite plausible that the amplitude of an inflationa
stochastic gravity-wave background is large enough to
seen with a next-generation experiment. Slow-roll inflati
provides a beautiful and economical explanation of isotro
flatness, and the origin of density perturbations. Howev
we do not know the details of the physics responsible
inflation. Some models predict a sizeable tensor amplitu
while in others it is hopelessly small. Unfortunately, no co

a-
.
e

he
-

he
g

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2, but here we assume that we
be fitting for h, Vbh2, L, t, and Vnh2 ~with very conservative
priors!, in addition toS, T, andns .
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690 57MARC KAMIONKOWSKI AND ARTHUR KOSOWSKY
sensus exists among theorists as to which are most likely
illustrate the state of theoretical expectations for the am
tude of tensor modes, this Section give a brief overview
some inflationary models. Rather than survey the plethor
specific models individually, we follow the classification
Ref. @23#. We also suggest Ref.@24# for an intriguing parallel
discussion.

In a large-field polynomial potential~e.g., chaotic infla-
tion @25#!, V(f)}fp with p.1, the expected tensor ampl
tude isT.1.431029p/(p1200). This tensor amplitude wil
be detectable through the curl polarization component al
with a sensitivity s.16 mK Asec for p52, for example.
Therefore, the tensor modes should be accessible
Planck if this is the correct model for inflation.

In small-field polynomial potentials, V(f)
}@12(f/m)p# with f!m!mPl andp.2, the tensor spec
trum is unobservably small. This is the type of potential e
pected if inflation occurs from a spontaneous-symme
breaking transition such as those envisioned in new infla
@2#. Similarly, in small-field quadratic potentials,V(f)
}@12(f/m)2# with f!m, the tensor amplitude is unob
servably small. Such a potential arises, e.g., in ‘‘natural
flation’’ models @26#.

In a linear potential,V(f)}f, the tensor amplitude is
proportional to the deviation of the scalar amplitude fro
unity; i.e., T.7310210(ns21). To detect such a signa
through the curl polarization component alone require
sensitivity s.60 mK Asec@(ns21)/0.3#1/2. A similar situa-
tion arises in exponential models, V(f)
}expA16pf2/pmPl

2 with p.0. However, the constant o
proportionality differs slightly. These models require a se
sitivity s.40 mK Asec@(ns21)/0.3#1/2 to detect the tensor
with only the curl polarization component. Therefore, if t
scalar tensor index deviates byO~10%!—which is consis-
tent, although not necessarily indicated, by COBE—this t
sor signal can be detected with Planck. On the other han
ns is in fact very close to unity, the tensor signal might tu
out to be unobservably small. In hybrid inflation mode
~those which require two fields for inflation!, V(f)
}@11(f/m)p# with f,m andp>2 @27#, the tensor ampli-
tude is only constrained to be smaller than that in expon
tial models, so a tensor signal may be observable in s
models.

To summarize, some reasonable inflationary models g
a tensor perturbation signal within reach of next-genera
polarization experiments, whereas in many others the sig
will be elusive. As this brief survey illustrates, CMB pola
ization can help discriminate between models. Detection
tensor modes would dramatically narrow the available ra
of models and determine the energy scale of inflation, wh
a null result would also provide interesting constraints
models.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Detection of a stochastic gravity-wave background is
sential to test the full predictions of slow-roll inflation. He
we have evaluated the detectability of tensor metric per
bations with a polarization map of the CMB. Inclusion
polarization will always improve on the tensor-mode sen
tivity achievable with only a temperature map. For detec
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sensitivitiess*10– 20m K Asec, the improvement is incre
mental and comes primarily from the temperatu
polarization cross-correlation; fors&10– 20m K Asec, the
improvement is dramatic and tensor-mode detectability
dominated by the polarization, particularly the curl~CC!
component of the polarization. For detector sensitivities
s51 mK Asec the improvement is by two to three orders
magnitude. Polarization will significantly enhance the sen
tivity to tensor modes for the high-frequency channels
Planck, even though the temperature measurement mus
degraded to accommodate polarization. The tensor signa
in the TT, TG, and GG spectra is somewhat model dep
dent, but the CC spectrum, which dominates the tensor si
with better detector sensitivities, provides an unambigu
model-independent probe of the stochastic gravity-wa
background.

The ability of a temperature map to detect tensor per
bations is limited by cosmic variance to around 30% of t
total perturbation amplitude. Some prior work@28,29# con-
cluded that cosmic variance would also limit the sensitiv
of a polarization map to tensor modes. However, these
pers did not take into account the geometric decomposi
of scalar and tensor modes which is possible with a polar
tion map. Since scalar perturbations make no contribution
the CC polarization spectrum, the cosmic-variance limi
tions are effectively circumvented. The detectability of te
sor modes with terrestrial and space-based gravitatio
wave detectors was addressed in Ref.@29#, although we
believe that CMB polarization provides a more promisi
avenue toward detection of the predominantly long
wavelength inflationary gravitational radiation.

We have also reviewed some inflationary models. Pred
tions for the tensor amplitude differ greatly among plausi
models; a high-sensitivity polarization map will help di
criminate between inflationary models. In the event of
positive detection, the relations between the inflationary
servables can be tested: the relationT/S.27nt @10# must be
satisfied. Several authors have previously investigated h
precisely the inflationary observables can be determined w
a temperature map alone@5,6,23,16# and with a temperature
polarization map@14# for some assumed~perhaps optimistic!
models in which the amplitude of the tensor signal is lar
enough to be detected. While cosmic variance from sc
modes essentially precludes a temperature map from d
mining nt , the CC polarization spectrum isolates the gra
tational waves and thereby allows determination ofnt . For
example, withT/S50.05 and a detector sensitivity of a fe
mK Asec, nt may be determined with a standard error
0.05 or better by a one-year mapping experiment.

We note briefly that polarization measurements at v
high sensitivities will require projecting out contribution
from foreground polarized emission. While the characte
tics and amplitudes of polarization foregrounds are unkno
at present, the valuable cosmological signals contained
CMB polarization warrant intensive study of this questio
We also note that the best current detectors are nearing
ton shot-noise limits; the best Planck bolometers, at a se
tivity of around s525 mK Asec, are about a factor of tw
from the shot noise for the planned 14-month duration of
mission. Achieving greater sensitivity will necessitate so
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combination of larger or more detectors, broader freque
bands, and/or longer observation times.

CMB polarization may be used to address a number
cosmological issues aside from tensor perturbations. Po
ization of order 5–10% of the temperature anisotropy is p
dicted in any model in which the CMB has a cosmologic
origin @30#. The absence of polarization or a polarizati
greatly in excess of that expected would force serious rec
sideration of current cosmological models at the most fun
mental level. Polarization can disentangle the pecul
velocity contributions to the anisotropy on smaller angu
scales@31#; only with a combined temperature-polarizatio
map can a unique and unambiguous reconstruction of
mordial density perturbations be made. Polarization can p
vide incontrovertible evidence for acoustic oscillations in t
early Universe@32#, help distinguish between competin
cosmological models@33#, constrain the ionization history o
the Universe@20#, probe cosmological magnetic fields@34#,
v.
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and improve cosmological-parameter determination@14#.
The polarization of the CMB toward clusters can potentia
be used to access other CMB surfaces of last scatter@35# or
to learn about cluster physics@36,37#.

Detection techniques and study of polarization fo
grounds are in their infancy when compared with tempe
ture anisotropies. However, we hope that the arguments
sented here illustrate the fundamental importance of C
polarization for physics and cosmology and motivate exp
mental developments in this direction.
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